
Money goes mobile: 
payments on the move
“Life is like riding a bicycle. To keep your 

balance you must keep moving” 

Albert Einstein

Point of view

to get there. together.
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Money goes mobile: payments on the move

Digital payments, and mobile payments in 
particular, are seen as the next big wave of 
innovation in personal banking services. not a 
day goes by without a news announcement about 
mobile payments. However, banks are not making 
the biggest headlines in this area, despite being the 
obvious payment facilitator for most of us. 

Mobile payments have been embraced by some 
companies, but ones who we normally don’t 
associate with financial services and making 
payments. they offer us fantastic products in a 
digital world. And they have bet their commercial 
future on the ever-increasing importance of 
addressing three innate needs of humans: feeling 
empowered, forming meaningful relationships and 
being entertained.

Knowledge is power 

Being smart the old way required everyone to 
remember things or write them down. then came 
along Google and made everyone (look) smart 
with internet search engines. with the rise of 
smartphones, people can carry this powerful tool 
around at all times, making them feel empowered 
wherever they go.

we are social animals 

if the 1990s belonged to Microsoft and the first half 
of 2000s to Google, then probably few would argue 
that facebook comes out on top for the second half 
of 2000s, hitting 1bn users in nearly half the time 
than Google. the success of social networking is 
closely linked to the rise of the smartphone; the 
first true “personal” computing device.

entertaining the masses

the whole music industry has gone digital. 
Xbox and wii have forever changed the layout of 
people’s living rooms. there are more than 340m 
active social gamers on the internet every month. 
And with smartphone and tablet PCs, many more 
people are holding a gaming console in our hands. 

Companies that address these human needs 
with their products have captured the public’s 
imagination and loyalty – just think of Google, 
facebook, Apple, Microsoft and Zynga1. 

these companies are also leveraging two massive 
drivers and trends of mass consumer behaviour: 
social networking and mobility. never before was 
a digital device so personal as the smartphone (do 
people ever even consider lending their iPhone to 
anyone else?). And never was a device so tightly 
linked into someone’s social network (a phone = a 
person’s contacts, and all the different islands of 
social contacts are all merged into one device). 

Companies that exploit these human needs and 
trends are at the forefront of shaping the future of 
digital and digital payments. 

very few – if any – banks are active participants 
in this virtuous cycle of product development and 
consumer engagement. is this the “Kodak moment” 

1 Zynga is the leading online and social gaming company with 

over 200m regular monthly users
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for banks2? Have they missed the biggest change in 
consumer behaviour and competitive landscape for 
a generation? 

why mobile matters 

the mobile phone has become a gateway for 
consumers to use services and purchase physical 
and virtual goods. it’s a companion for daily 
digital and real life. So it’s only natural to ask the 
question: why are credit cards and bank accounts 
not yet “linked” to this phone? or are they already 
linked, and people haven’t realised it?

whenever someone buys a song, downloads an 
app, or a chicken in the farmville game app using 
their smartphone, they are happily consenting 
to payment via their Apple iD, Google Account, 

2 “Kodak moment” is an industry being turned on its head by 

advances in technology, customer behaviour or competitive 

entrants to the market

Blackberry iD and so on. this simple payment/
checkout experience is completely owned by 
the app store providers who have pushed the 
actual payment mechanism completely into the 
background and via auto-pilot (who still remembers 
which of our cards is linked to what app store?!). 
Clearly, in this world of in-app mobile commerce 
there is little value added to consumers if banks 
were to enter this value chain.

However, there is a gap in two additional forms 
of mobile commerce/payment: non-app-related 
purchases on a mobile and payment in the real 
world via a mobile device (often referred to as 
m-payment via point-of-sale (PoS)). for non-app 
purchases on a mobile, the app store providers are 
well placed to leverage their payment mechanism 
if they apply a different commission model (in-app 
it’s 30%). 

for m-commerce via PoS, the balance of power, 
the corresponding business model and the share of 
profits are not that clear yet. there are successful 
examples of this type of commerce without any 
bank involvement (for example, the Starbucks 
Loyalty app that gives customers the ability to pay 
for their coffee via the Starbucks iPhone app). And 
there are other entrants into the payment value 
chain wanting to have a share of the profits – for 
instance, the telco operators. 

two big telco consortia are working on large-
scale initiatives to develop m-payments for PoS 
based on near field Communication (nfC) chips 
in mobile phones. iSiS3 is a joint venture by At&t, 
verizon and t-Mobile with the aim to establish a 
new m-payment network in the US. in order to 
deliver the core payments functionality, iSiS had to 
partner with payment networks (Discover, visa) and 
credit card issuers (initially Barclaycard US4 with 
more to follow). they had to provide requirements 
and standards to phone manufacturers, SiM 
manufacturers and trusted service managers, but 
also ensure compatibility with existing merchant 
payment terminals. 

Another joint venture was recently announced in 
europe by vodafone, telefonica and t-Mobile5. As 
of yet, their business model and scope of partner 
ecosystem is still unclear.

finally, there are other players like Google, which 
is heading a consortium to develop the Google 

3 http://www.paywithisis.com/

4 Barclaycard is already in the market with a m-payments service 

via its partnership with orange in the UK

5 http://www.bloomberg.com/news/2011-06-16/vodafone-

telefonica-everything-everywhere-form-payment-venture.html

wallet6 for PoS purchases in partnership with 
MasterCard, Citigroup, first Data and Sprint. And 
PayPal is not far away with its push to leverage its 
online payment service via mobile.

for banks, having lost the app store and probably 
about to lose the non-app m-commerce arena, PoS 
m-payments is the last hope to get back into the 
mindset of consumers and top of wallet again.

Key success factors for m-payments

Banks that want to play a major role and not just 
be the payment settlement engine at the end of 
the consumer purchasing and payment value chain 
need to invest in several key capabilities.

6 http://www.google.com/wallet/

Loyalty/Couponing

Security/Authentication

PoS payment/nfCMobile banking

ticketing (transports, …)

Source: BearingPoint, 2011

online payment
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Consider the needs of customers on 
the move

the success of the digital power players is based 
on their ability to exploit core human needs in the 
digital world. this is not an area of expertise that is 
typically well developed at banks. we see a major 
gap between the need and the actual investment 
in digital experts (for instance, strategy, customer 
experience design, data management & analytics 
and so on) needed to help banks understand what 
really drives consumer behaviour and needs, 
and how to address those needs with innovative 
products and services.

Make m-payments work for you – and 
the customer!

Banks need to develop a clear strategy to determine 
what role they want to play in the digital payments 
industry (and beyond). And they need to do it 
quickly. Moving from online money transfer and 
credit/debit card to payments needs to be managed 
by the brightest minds in the organisation, with a 
comprehensive strategy that holistically addresses 
mobile payments in the wider context of digital 
payments, mobile payments, mobile couponing, 
mobile advertising and so on.

Choose your partners carefully 

the route to PoS m-payments is currently littered 
with consortia going for a land grab. Success will 
be based on smartly partnering with organisations 
that have captive customer segments or merchant 
groups, have superior technology and have the 
capability to innovate in a changing environment. 
we would include the wider ecosystem beyond 
the immediate participants in the payment 
space, including app developers, game designers, 
video artists, product designers, hardware 
manufacturers, security specialists and so on.

Don’t run before you can walk

Many banks still struggle to deliver multi-device, 
multi-platform mobile banking to their customers 
that includes basic functionality for information, 
transaction and help. Linking payment formats to 
mobile devices in a secure way requires a much 
higher level of sophistication in terms of software 
security, hardware security, mobile device 
management and application maintenance. every 
function of the bank (marketing, risk, operations, 
it) needs to increase its maturity of dealing with 
mobile channels and technology before it can think 
of unleashing a mobile payments product across its 
organisation. 

Maximise your digital resources

what makes digital power players like Google, 
facebook, Microsoft and others so effective in 
innovating and delivering digital products is the 
fact that they are the digital natives. they were 
born to be digital from day one. they are also very 
adept in integrating other products/companies to 
plug a gap in their offering. Banks do not have that 

same heritage and therefore need to work much 
harder to attract digital talent and to develop 
organisational models that bring the best forth of 
its digital resources. Successful banks will actively 
hire digital evangelists into their organisation in 
order to create a delivery partner network with 
digital agencies, experienced consultancies and 
software development companies. 
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“To be happy in this world, first you need a cell 
phone and then you need an airplane. Then you’re 
truly wireless” – Ted Turner

only a few banks “dare” to not invest in mobile 
banking. in europe, 59% of banks have a mobile 
site and 47% have some sort of mobile banking 
app. the vast majority of banks are planning to 
have those capabilities within 12 months . Providing 
comprehensive m-banking services to customers 
is not only an opportunity for servicing, marketing 
and communication, but also a foundation for any 
more advanced mobile services like m-payments. 
there are several key success factors for any new 
mobile banking initiative.

think beyond m-banking

the business case for m-banking has typically 
included an even mix of cost reduction through 
digital self-service by customers, increased sales 
through additional customer contacts and an 
improvement in acquisition and retention through 
some kind of “halo” effect on customers who are 
clearly in awe that their bank has joined the 21st 
century. Given that mobile banking will become a 
generic asset within the next 12 months, banks need 
to think beyond basic mobile banking and have a 
deep understanding of their customers’ needs and 
expectations in regards to the customer experience, 
type of m-banking services, delivery channels and 
how it complements their other banking and non-
banking needs. 

Spotlight on…
Mobile banking: time to get ahead

Start thinking like a gamer

People are great in managing their farmville dollars, 
but struggle to manage their credit card bill or 
current account statement. Designing a meaningful 
customer experience in the mobile and social era 
of today requires a user experience that is playful, 
intuitive and educational. Playful means that it’s 
fun and rewarding to engage and interact. intuitive 
means that anyone needs to be able to understand 
how it works by just trying it (have you ever seen 
an Apple manual?). And educational means that the 
interactions need to build on each other and make 
customers smarter, as they use more and more 
functionality. 

Keep it smart but simple

M-banking services typically provide functionality 
for information purposes (balance enquiries and 
transactions), actions (pay bills, transfer money, 
request a credit limit increase), help (search/browse 
fAQs, use a two way message centre). Banks need to 
think about this channel as a wider communication 
and engagement platform, which means they must 
include an ad server, location-based offers/coupons, 
loyalty management, customer -to-customer 
interactions and customer feedback management. 

Construct solid platforms 

M-banking is another channel that needs to be 
deeply embedded in the bank’s ecosystem of 
the single view of the customer and which fits in 

seamlessly with all other channels, both digital and 
non-digital. Banks cannot afford for customers to 
have a better view of their banking relationship than 
the banks themselves. this requires a multi-device, 
multi-platform approach to delivering well thought-
out m-banking services, instead of the “let’s get an 
app out before the end of the year” approach.

Make marketing matter

After so many years of not getting any m-banking 
service, customers have probably given up looking 
for it or waiting for it. Banks need to be well prepared 
by building up a list of marketable email addresses, 
confirmed mobile phone numbers, statistics on 
online active/in-active over the last three to six 
months, and any dormant segments that might 
have a high mobile propensity. Banks also need to 
define an incentive plan with offerings and referrals 
in a mobile context. this will require a new level of 
sophistication for banks in terms of data acquisition, 
data sharing, merchant partnerships and loyalty 
partnerships.

teach everyone to be mobile-savvy

Adding a new channel to a bank is not just a 
marketing initiative. it requires careful planning and 
preparation for every function in the bank (brand, 
marketing, risk, customer care, collections, fraud, 
it and so on) with regards to policies, procedures, 
customer experience planning and customer 
satisfaction tracking. Positioning m-banking as a 
stepping stone to m-payments requires a new staff 
skill set, new technology, new partnerships and 
new governance processes that go way beyond 
anything the banks will have gone through with 
online banking. 

Mobile banking and mobile payments are only 
going to become more popular. with contactless 
payments, for example, gaining ground, it makes 
sense for banks to get ahead and really make mobile 
matter in their business. 
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About BearingPoint
BearingPoint. Management & technology Consultants. 

we deliver Business Consulting. we are an independent firm with european roots and 
a global reach.

in today’s world, we think that expertise is not enough. Driven by a strong 
entrepreneurial mindset and desire to create long term partnerships, our 3200 
Consultants are committed to creating greater client value, from strategy through to 
implementation, delivering tangible results. 

As our clients’ trusted advisor for many years (60% of eurostoxx 50’ and major public 
organizations), we define where to go and how to get there… 

To get there. Together.

for more information: www.bearingpoint.com
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